Evaluation survey THEME Matrix “working field cook”
This questionnaire is addressed to company experts and trainers for the profession “working field
cook”
Please indicate your answers by selecting one of the items or writing down your statements when
needed!

General information
Nationality: german
Age: 45
Your role in the company: Owner

How does the Matrix represent the work processes typical for the professional working field cook?
Perfectly
Quite good

X

Only partially
Not at all

Please could you give us a comment concerning the previous answer, if you think that the Matrix
does not represent typical work processes of the respective field?
This type of questionnaire is known to us from student internships.
However, the cognitive skills and attitude (will) be requested to the profession more.
In the illustrated matrix, the stages of development ranging up to leadership skills.
This can only be assessed in perspective for trainees.
There are valued less the extent and quality of the skill.
Example; Trainees are opting partly in your teaching at the end of the training and knowledge bearers
and may lead.
When changing to other companies, it depends on the size and organization and the demand for
quality, in which levels of matrix staff can be arranged.
Then you must be subordinate and, where appropriate, to further his career and personal. From my
experience, I've noticed this is just a small part of the trainees willing to sacrifice for the profession
much of life to climb higher levels. The decisive factors are the perspectives of the individual.
Bring all good luck, career and life in harmony.
The matrix is still helpful.

Do you think that the Matrix could be useful to map and define available skills and competences of
future employees and/or students coming from abroad?

Perfectly fitting to the scope
Quite useful, with some limits
Partially useful
Not at all
Comments:)

Thank you for your cooperation!
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